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September in Kenya                          
 Two of my favorite people came to Kenya with me in September. 
Fellow Rotarian and good friend Jim Bryson, who has sponsored water 
projects through Rotary here in the past, made his second trip with FKSW. 
Since 2007, Jim has been an enthusiastic supporter of the Molo Wool 
Project and the Karunga Women’s Group, the fiber artists we work with in 
Molo. My granddaughter Sienna Gray was making her first trip to Kenya 
and we celebrated her 22nd birthday at Lake Baringo. In just under three 
weeks,   we covered many kilometers with our partner Samuel Muhunyu 
and colleague John Munene on our journey from Nairobi to the 
communities in which we work. 
 

Endonyio Sidai 
Our first stop was at Endonyio Sidai. We met with the new Head Teacher 

Moses Mativo and the school committee to discuss two project proposals. The 
first would install a wind generated pump in an exsiting well to bring water to the 
school. The second would add two classrooms to the primary school.  The 
community members will hold a fundraisesr this month to provide their 
contribution to  both projects and FKSW will match the funds they raise.   
 The next morning, we drove back through Nairobi and then north to Thika, 
where 16 year old Sian Mulwa has been in school for the last year at Thika School 
for the Blind. Blind from birth and living with undiagnosed epilepsy, her  family 
believed  that her blindness and her illness would prevent her from learning. 
Although she dreamed of being able to use computers, she had never been to 
school. The Head Teacher at Endonyio Sidai encouraged her parents to allow 
FKSW to provide funds for an assessment of her abilities and of her health issues.  With medication for her seizures and strong 
recommendations from doctors to allow her to attend scool, her parents agreed. Her progress has been rapid. She is learning 
Swahili, English and Braille and last term, her grades were third highest in her class of 16. She loves school and the transformation 
in her emotionally, socially and academically is remarkable. Before this visit, we 
had never seen her smile. 
  We brought some books for Sian and for the school that we bought from 
Seedlings, a company in Michigan that makes Braille books for children. 
Seedlings donated some books, too. Sian loved them!  
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Continuing north, we reached Meru in the late afternoon. We arranged for a larger vehicle 
to take us to Kachiuru the next day because we had others joining us. The small pickup that 
met us in the morning gave us no options but to have the two policemen and 3 other 
passengers ride in the back during the two and a half hour trip. The rough road, the heat and 
the enveloping dust made for a challenging ride, but the scenery was stunning. 

 At Kachiuru, Head Teacher Samuel Mutabari and the school committee reported that the 
school lunch program is going well with enough food for the remainder of the term and 
showed us the new classroom that they had built with boards donated by the students’ 
families. They also described the success of the medical camp that took place in July, the 
second of two camps supported by a Global Grant sponsored by the Rotary Club of 
Cupertino, California. The school lunch program is also supported by that grant.  
 
Medical Camp #2 

The day long camp held at the Kachiuru Primary School provided services for over 350 
residents. Physicians, nurses, pharmacists, nutritionists and other health professionals from facilities several hours away donated 
their time and expertise, arriving early in the morning to begin their assessments of health concerns for the people who were already 
lined up and waiting for them. Members of the Rotary Club of Meru planned and coordinated the camp and were there to assist the 
medical personnel.   

 With the nearest medical facility hours away, there is great need here for regular 
services, especially for emergencies, vaccinations, maternity and baby care. Residents 
also have less critical health problems that become chronic due to lack of care. The 
overwhelming community response to the two camps is a strong indication that the 
construction of a small clinic should be a priority for the village. 

Community Development Trust Fund Grant  (CDTF)  Brings Water to Kachiuru 
Last year, Samuel and NECOFA, the organization he directs in Molo, received a $175,000 grant from the European Union for 

additional projects at Kachiuru. The targets of the project are improvements at the primary school and clean water for the 
community. Things have moved slowly, but finally, a borehole, drilled earlier this year has been fitted with a solar pump and on Nov. 
2nd, water started flowing!  There is plenty for the people and for their cattle, all of whom have been walking long distances to a 
volcanic crater to collect their water. The presence of water will have a huge impact on the community, specifically on the ability to 
grow food. It will also save many hours that were spent traveling with livestock to find water.  Both of these outcomes reduce the 
people’s vulnerability to the insecurity they face when they leave the village for extended trips through this harsh land.  
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Working Together for Change 
  The CDTF grant which brought the water to Kachiuru was secured by our partner Samuel Muhunyu. The funding was necessary 
to make the dream of clean water a reality, but Samuel didn’t stop there.  With an eye to the community’s future, he also enl isted the 
collaboration and support of other stakeholders like the Catholic Diocese of Meru, the local Member of Parliament (with funds for 
local projects); the Community Development Fund (a county governmental organization that receives funds from the national 
government for local projects), and the Catholic Church in Mutuate (which supports some development in the community.) Samuel 
invited representatives of each of these organizations to be partners in the implementation and decision-making on the CDTF 
project with the school committee at Kachiuru.  

This collaboration has made apparent the development in the competence of the Kachiuru leadership committee and its active 
role in the process. With Samuel’s guidance over the past six years, members of the once contentious, non-functional committee are 
working together with confidence and a vision of what they would like to achieve for the community.  Samuel says “All of the high-
level decisions about the use of funds have been made in the Kachiuru community and not in Nairobi where the CDTF office is. In 
the planning and implementation, the leadership committee in Kachiuru village has participated and been involved and active in 
decision-making. The social transformation here is amazing.”  
  

Grateful Words from Kachiuru Head Teacher Samuel Mutabari  
 Teacher Samuel periodically sends emails from Kachiuru with updates and often with 
thanks and appreciation for the support FKSW donors provide for his school and 
community. Most recently, he wrote:  

 “I wish to congratulate you for the recent visit you paid to our school. Your concern 
and words of encouragement go a long way in boosting our morale and making us feel 
appreciated. Not many people can understand us the way you do and that is why we are free 
to share our challenges with you. The cooperation between FKSW and the Kachiuru 
community has continued to improve the living standards of the community. You are of 
great value to us.” 
 

”Felting the World Together” for the Molo Wool Project 
 We arrived in Molo late the next day and the following morning met the Karunga 
Women’s Group.  Jim and Chairlady Beatrice Kamau went over plans to extend the 
workshop to include an office and a storeroom for wool, yarn, and other supplies.  They 
also discussed the installation of a watertank, which should be underway by now.  The 
workshop looks great, with the addition of shelves which display finished products and  
tables on on which the women work.   

In the last newsletter, I wrote about the project that Dutch felters Adine 
Mansholt and Inge Evers started in Holland to raise funds for the women to buy 
their own sheep. Adine and Inge  spent a week felting with the women last year. 
After returning home, they asked local felters to make pillows to sell, with the 
proceeds going to Karunga. Their Facebook page  provides regular updates on their 
progress.      https://www.facebook.com/KussentjesvoorKenia  

 
A recent email from Adine said: “As you may 

have guessed from Facebook, quite a few people in 
Holland began felting pillows to show their affinity 
with the Karunga Women’s Group. We hope that 
many more pillows will be sold in the coming 
months and year, but up till now we already have 
received 800 Euros for the women (to buy sheep). 
And…the sale of the pillows that were made in this 
area is only beginning next month.  Inge will have 
an exhibition at the shop/gallery in Haarlem where 
the pillows will be sold and hopefully this will 
attract even more people. Many sheep on their 
way!” 
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 New Rotary Grant at Kokwa Island 
 In August, Samuel lead a stakeholders’ meeting on 
Kokwa Island to kick off the new Rotary Grant.  
Sponsored by the Rotary Club of Newport, Oregon and 
hosted by the Rotary Club of Meru, Kenya, the $41,400 
project will focus on eight activities on Kokwa Island 
over the next two years. (I outlined these projects in the 
last newsletter.)  

Last week, Samuel sent this report:  “First, let me 
inform you that the meeting was great and was a 
realization of a my long held dream of bringing 
together the different stakeholders working directly or 
indirectly with community leaders on the island. It was 
a success, with community leaders including the 
Member of the County Assembly, representatives from 

committees for the Kokwa Dispensary, Kokwa Primary School, Kirepari School and the 
Kokwa Group Ranch. Service providers attending included the Ward Administrator and 
representatives from the County Government, the Ministry  of Education, the Ministry of Health, NECOFA and Island Camp (the 
resort on the island where the meeting was held.) Eighteen people participated and the meeting lasted about two and a half hours, 
starting half an hour late (we are in Africa). 

The discussion was lively starting with introductions, presentation of project objectives and activities followed by inputs by 
stakeholders on the dispensary/maternity ward, Kokwa school performance, teachers’ positions, the ambulance boat, etc.  We 
discussed several issues and it was evident that most stakeholders had yearned for the opportunity to discuss and ask questions on 
many issues. Even the issue of management of the Group Ranch (a cooperative of people on the island) and the need 
for inclusion of youth.  Also, elections and transparency were highlighted by the Member of the County Assembly.   We invited 
everybody to join us for lunch. The cost was quite low since Island Camp provided us with boat transport. 

These community sessions more or less lay the foundation for community participation in governance and monitoring and 
evaluation of development activities. At the conclusion of the meeting, we agreed to have a similar meeting after about six months to 
review our achievements and plan further ahead. Critical outcomes of the meetings will be a strong foundation for the projects and 
the establishment and strengthening of community groups to be able to own and participate in project activities. Formation of 
implementation committees, training members on their roles and responsibilities, leadership and management training, and basic 
record keeping will introduce group members to the project, especially activities in which they will participate. Drawing project 
implementation plans with each group should ensure smooth and coordinated participation.” 

Samuel says that the implementation will begin immediately on two activities: the physical renovation of the classroom that will be 
developed as the school library and computer lab and the fencing at Kirepari Primary School.  The  hope is  to have the renovation 
completed by the end of December before school begins in January. Last month, a NECOFA intern began teaching two Kokwa 
Primary teachers beginning computer skills on laptops donated by NECOFA and they will continue their training over the holiday. 

Scholarships 
During the 2014 school year, FKSW provided $13,050 for one-year 

scholarships for 192 students in 18 schools. One hundred sixty one students 
received $50 primary scholarships; 28 received $125 boarding scholarships 
and 3 received $500 secondary scholarships. With generous gifts from 
donors, every child had a sponsor this year!  We expect about fifteen 
students to complete 8th grade and plan to sponsor some of them to attend 
secondary school. We’ll also have a number of primary and boarding 
students who need sponsors for the coming school year because of 
scholarship grants that are ending. 

If you provided a scholarship(s) for a student this year, now is the time to 
renew your support for the 2015 school year.  If you’ve been thinking about 
sponsoring a student(s), this is a great time to start!  Your help gives students, 
like these girls the opportunity to discover their abilities! They’re so CUTE!!! 
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Days for Girls 
 Days for Girls is an international organization that enlists volunteers to make and distribute 
feminine hygiene kits all over the world to girls who, without these supplies, miss many days of 
school. The kits include shields, liners, underpants, soap and a washcloth in a colorful bag. 
DFG’s mission is also to raise awareness about issues affecting girls and women. In July, after 
learning that there is a DFG team in Eugene, I called to ask if they might be able to provide 
FKSW with 100 kits for our trip to Kenya in September. Susan Mondon, the team leader said 
they did and she invited me to visit the group at their next work session. During a break in the 
sewing, I shared  photos of the girls at Kokwa Primary School who would receive the kits. Then 
I took photos of the team members hard at work at their sewing machines to share with the 
girls. The women were excited to have a direct connection with the girls who would benefit 
from their efforts.   

In September, we distributed the kits to the girls in grades 4-8 at Kokwa Primary School.  
Irene Lechengei, a community health worker and Lillian Lemukut, a primary school teacher 
made the presentation to the girls, 
explaining the contents of the kit, how to 
use the shields and liners and how to take 
care of them. The girls were ecstatic as 
they selected kits from the many colors 
and patterns available.  Recent feedback 
from the girls describes the kits as 
“comfortable, easy to clean, prevent 
leakage and very colorful.” 

We’ve  ordered 200 kits to distribute at 
Endonyio Sidai and Kachiuru in January. 
The kits are free of charge but a donation 
from FKSW helped cover some of the cost 
of materials.    
 

 

 
 

 
 

 Please consider making a donation to fund 
worthwhile projects like the following…  
Scholarships for one year are:                

 $50 for primary school (uniforms, shoes, books) 
 $125 for boarding (room and board at school) 
 $500 for secondary (room, board, tuition, and supplies)  

School lunch program:  
 $500 per term at Kirepari Nursery School 

Primary school teacher salary: 
 $55 per month ($165 per term) 

 …or make an unrestricted donation in any amount 
to help with the greatest need 
  

 

 
  

Friends of Kenya Schools and Wildlife 
95363 Grimes Rd. Junction City, Oregon 97448 

www,fksw.org    gwenmey@uoregon.edu   541-998-3724  

            It’s easy to give! 
 

� Put a check in the enclosed 
envelope (with hard copies) and 
drop it in the mail  

� Use the PayPal button on our we 
bsite  www.fksw.org)  

 

 
Members of the Eugene Days for Girls team 

 
Kokwa Primary girls with their kits 

 
Irene Lechengei and Lillian Lemukut 

after the distribution 

While our success in obtaining larger grants is increasing, funds provided by institutional grantors such as Rotary International and 
CDTF usually restrict expenditures to certain projects or communities, leaving other important activities to be funded from other 
sources. We’ve learned, too, that in order for these larger projects to succeed, it's necessary for FKSW to provide additional resources 
for support activities such as civic education and organization, training, monitoring and evaluation, and project management.  We draw 
funds for these activities, and for other projects, from unrestricted donations from our individual donors- a very important resource!  

Thank you so much for your continuing generosity and support for our efforts! 

 



 

Workshop for Girls at Kokwa Primary School 
    In Kenya, the last days of November bring the end of the school year and a month of 
vacation.  Girls who board at school during the year also return home for the end of term 
break. With this in mind, Lillian and Irene, the young women  who helped with the distribution 
of the hygeine kits and Priscilla, the young woman teaching the computer classes to the 
teachers, are planning a workshop for the girls as they prepare for the end of the term.  
     The focus of the workshop is to prepare the girls for the threats that the holiday break may 
present.  Early marriage, FGM, pregnancy and perhaps other traditional practices may be 
forced on a girl without warning. The three women worry that if a girl finds herself in one of 
these situations, she may not know what is right or wrong, or what to do to avoid an unwanted 
“event.” They are advising the girls not to suffer alone but to look for someone in a position of leadership to whom they can talk; 
perhaps a teacher, a preacher, a chief or other elder with whom they can share their dilemma.  The idea for this workshop came from 
the women as they began working together in September. After the holidays, they plan to begin discussions that bring together young 
women and young men to share their thoughts and ideas on these same issues.  Lillian, concerned about traditional practices in the 
community that put girls at risk, has volunteered her time for two years, holding sessions with girls and women. NECOFA and FKSW 
are supporting her efforts as she pioneers this new program.  
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Lillian explains the distribution of the 
hygiene kits to parents at the school.  


